Introduction
============

Humans depend on at least nine essential trace elements (bromine, cobalt, copper, iodine, iron, manganese, molybdenum, selenium, and zinc) and possibly more trace elements (boron and chromium). In spite of dietary intake fluctuations, the physiological and cellular concentrations of essential trace elements (or inorganic micronutrients) are tightly kept in homeostasis by a number of membrane transport proteins and metal-binding proteins. Such regulation is fundamental to ensure the correct molecular and cellular functions that depend on metal presence. Indeed, both micronutrient deficiencies and excesses have adverse effects on humans. Iron deficiency anemia, hypothyroidism, goiter, endemic cretinism, and *acrodermatitis enteropathica* are examples of easily recognized clinical entities that are associated with deficiencies of iron, iodine, and zinc ([@msv267-B19]). On the contrary, hemochromatosis is caused by the excessive intestinal absorption of dietary iron. The disruption in trace element homeostasis has also been associated to development impairments ([@msv267-B40]), immunity disorders ([@msv267-B64]), and diseases such as diabetes ([@msv267-B83]) or cancer ([@msv267-B45]; [@msv267-B18]; [@msv267-B16]). At the same time, differences in micronutrient homeostasis between populations can be adaptive. In sub-Saharan Africa, a nonsynonymous variant in the intestinal zinc transporter ZIP4 modifies cellular zinc uptake and shows a genomic signature of recent positive selection ([@msv267-B23]). In Europe, dietary iron deficiency may have been counteracted by the C282Y mutation in *HFE* (rs1800562), although it causes hemochromatosis (iron overload) in homozygotes ([@msv267-B12]; [@msv267-B4]; [@msv267-B74]). Moreover, a different variant in *HFE* seems to be under recent positive selection in Asians ([@msv267-B87]). Signatures of recent genetic adaptation have also been described in several selenoprotein genes and related regulatory genes in populations living in selenium deficient regions of Asia ([@msv267-B82]). At the opposite extreme, the strong genetic differentiation around the *AS3MT* gene between the Argentinean Andes and the Peruvian populations has been suggested to result from adaptation to tolerate the arsenic-rich environment of the northern Argentinean Andes ([@msv267-B70]).

Genetic variation in humans contributes to interindividual differences in gene expression and to differential relative abundances of proteins and metabolites in cells, tissues, and organs. For instance, several genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have revealed several loci and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) directly related to iron status ([@msv267-B47], [@msv267-B48]; [@msv267-B76]). At the same time, human trace element homeostasis has been shown to result not only from regulation at gene expression level but at protein trafficking and post-translational levels ([@msv267-B44]). In recent years, expression quantitative trait loci studies (eQTL) have successfully linked a variety of SNPs in humans and model organisms to variation in gene expression levels ([@msv267-B53]). In parallel, new advances in mass spectrometry-based proteomics have provided consistent quantification measurements of subsets of proteins across many biological samples, thus enabling the analysis of the impact of genetic variation at the protein level (protein quantitative trait loci \[pQTL\]). Selected reaction monitoring (SRM) ([@msv267-B41]) is one of the main strategies for reproducible quantification of specific peptides and proteins in large sample cohorts and different experimental conditions with a wide dynamic range with high sensitivity and accuracy ([@msv267-B21]; [@msv267-B67]). Although the use of these approaches to evaluate genome-wide SNP--protein associations (*trans*-effects) is still limited due to required number of samples, a few studies have successfully performed pQTL experiments for a restricted number of SNP--protein associations ([@msv267-B43]; [@msv267-B39]; [@msv267-B85], [@msv267-B86]; [@msv267-B6]; [@msv267-B42]). Indeed, by restricting the number of proteins and polymorphisms to the SNPs located in specific genomic regions, or to the proteins involved in a particular metabolic process, the number of associations is reduced and it is possible to identify protein *cis*-regulation elements by reducing the number of potential false positives. Although one may expect a correlation between mRNA and protein levels, several studies find generally modest correlation, and point to nontranscriptional regulatory mechanisms influencing protein levels ([@msv267-B24]; [@msv267-B28]; [@msv267-B71]; [@msv267-B85], [@msv267-B86]).

Here, we have taken advantage of recent mass spectrometry-based targeted methods to map pQTL for *cis*-regulatory variants influencing the abundance of proteins involved in trace element homeostasis in human liver samples. In addition, we have sought to describe the diversity of the regulation of trace element concentrations by analyzing four different layers of variation in the same samples: 1) SNPs in genes involved in the regulation of some trace elements; 2) the mRNA expression of those genes; 3) the relative amounts of the proteins coded by those genes; and 4) the concentration of the trace elements themselves. In particular, up to 47 proteins were successfully quantified by targeted proteomics over a large dynamic concentration range; 40 of them are directly related to 6 essential elements (selenium, magnesium, manganese, iron, copper, and zinc). In parallel, and for the same set of 150 liver tissue samples, we characterized the expression levels of about 90 different transcripts of genes also related to metal homeostasis, and quantified up to 18 trace elements. Next, we explored 165 SNPs located around the regions encoding those transcripts (*cis*-SNPs) for association to the variation in mRNA expression and in protein and trace element concentration. The joint analysis of these four levels reveals individual differences in trace element regulation, and expands our understanding of the interplay between genetic variants, gene expression, and the proteome in the maintenance of micronutrient homeostasis. Besides identifying protein, expression, and micronutrient QTLs (nutriQTL), we explore and discuss the existing evidence for signals of recent selection around them.

Results
=======

Initially, we compiled 150 liver samples originally collected from autopsies of human individuals of European ancestry from the UK Human Tissue Bank (UKHTB). The average age of the subjects was 49.2 ± 14.6 years; 56% of the subjects were males. Next, we evaluated the abundance levels of 18 trace elements as well as of 90 transcripts and 40 proteins related to metal homeostasis including several membrane transporters, storage proteins, regulatory factors, and metal-binding proteins ([table 1](#msv267-T1){ref-type="table"}). Table 1.Summary of Metals, Proteins, mRNA Expression Quantified, and SNPs Genotyped.MetalGeneProteinSRM Protein DetectionmRNA ExpressionSNPs GenotypedCu*ATOX1*ATOX1 (O00244)Quantified*ATP7B*ATP7B (P35670)Quantified*COMMD1*COMD1 (Q8N668)Quantified*CP*CERU (P00450)QuantifiedQuantified*SLC31A1*COPT1 (O15431)Quantifiedrs3934969^a^, rs10759636^b^*SLC31A2*COPT2 (O15432)Quantified*SOD1*SODC (P00441)QuantifiedQuantifiedrs8132736^c^, rs9974808^a^Fe*ACO1*ACOC (P21399)QuantifiedQuantified*BDH2*BDH2 (Q9BUT1)QuantifiedQuantified*CYBRD1*CYBR1 (Q53TN4)TargetedQuantifiedrs2356709^c^, rs960748^a^, rs950163^a^, rs6752812^c^, rs884409^d^*EPAS1*EPAS1 (Q99814)Quantifiedrs4953354^e^*FECH*HEMH (P22830)QuantifiedQuantified*FTH1*FRIH (P02794)QuantifiedQuantified*FTL*FRIL (P02792)QuantifiedQuantified*HAMP*HEPC (P81172)QuantifiedQuantified*HEPH*HEPH (Q9BQS7)Quantified*HFE*HFE (Q30201)TargetedQuantifiedrs12346^a^, rs4324798^a^, rs1800562^f^*HFE2*RGMC (Q6ZVN8)Quantified*HIF1A*HIF1A (Q16665)Quantified*LTF*TRFL (P02788)QuantifiedQuantified*RHOA*RHOA (P61586)QuantifiedQuantified*SLC11A2^2^*NRAM2 (P49281)^2^TargetedQuantifiedrs6580783^g2^, rs6580784^c2^*SLC17A1*NPT1 (Q14916)rs17342717^h^*SLC40A1*S40A1 (Q9NP59)Quantifiedrs1437883^c^, rs2067416^a^*STEAP3^3^*STEA3 (Q658P3)^3^QuantifiedQuantified*TF*TRFE (P02787)QuantifiedQuantifiedrs1525889^a^, rs1799852^f^, rs3811647^f^, rs2280673^f^*TFR2*TFR2 (Q9UP52)TargetedQuantifiedrs2075672^i^*TFRC*TFR1 (P02786)TargetedQuantified*TMPRSS6*TMPS6 (Q8IU80)TargetedQuantifiedrs855791^i^, rs4820268^f^*ISCU*ISCU (Q9H1K1)Quantified*LCN2*NGAL (P80188)Quantifiedrs2698530^j^, rs7787204^j^, rs987710^j^Mg*SLC41A1*S41A1 (Q8IVJ1)Quantifiedrs12743401^a^, rs823154^k^, rs960603^k^, rs6661355^c^Mn*SOD2*SODM (P04179)QuantifiedQuantifiedrs2842992^a^, rs2842980^k^Se*AKAP6*AKAP6 (Q13023)rs8013938^l^*DIO1*IOD1 (P49895)QuantifiedQuantifiedrs2235544^m^*EEFSEC*SELB (P57772)QuantifiedQuantified*EIF4A3*IF4A3 (P38919)QuantifiedQuantified*FABP1*FABPL (P07148)QuantifiedQuantifiedrs1545223^a^*GPX1*GPX1 (P07203)QuantifiedQuantifiedrs3172494^n^, rs3774800^o^, rs9873994^o^, rs1865741^o^, rs1050450^p^, rs3448^q^, rs6797765^o^, rs6779524^o^, rs1568661^c^, rs4625^n^*GPX2*GPX2 (P18283)QuantifiedQuantifiedrs10133290^c^*GPX3*GPX3 (P22352)QuantifiedQuantifiedrs6773575^ç^\*, rs4958427^q^, rs1478392^c^, rs8177409^s^, rs3828599^t^, rs3792796^t^, rs4958434^t^*GPX4*GPX4 (P36969)QuantifiedQuantifiedrs1046040^a^, rs713041^u^*KCNMA1^4^*KCMA1 (Q12791)^4^rs2619641^l4^*PRKG1*KGP1 (Q13976)rs10508958^l^*SARS*SYSC (P49591)QuantifiedQuantified*SCLY*SCLY (Q96I15)Quantifiedrs2264132^a^*SECISBP2*SEBP2 (Q96T21)Quantifiedrs3002340^c^, rs10908903^v^*SELENBP1*SBP1 (Q13228)QuantifiedQuantifiedrs11806477^c^, rs17564336^a^*SELH*SELH (Q8IZQ5)Quantified*SELK*SELK (Q9Y6D0)TargetedQuantifiedrs13317328^c^*SELM*SELM (Q8WWX9)Quantifiedrs8135353^c^*SELO*SELO (Q9BVL4)QuantifiedQuantifiedrs4838862^c^*VIMP*SELS (Q9BQE4)QuantifiedQuantifiedrs34713741^x^*SELT*SELT (P62341)TargetedQuantifiedrs7639294^k^SEP15SEP15 (O60613)TargetedQuantifiedrs17129522^c^, rs5845^y^*SEPHS1*SPS1 (P49903)Quantifiedrs3802587^c^, rs10737068^a^, rs7475361^a^*SEPHS2*SPS2 (Q99611)QuantifiedQuantified*SEPP1*SEPP1 (P49908)TargetedQuantifiedrs4292454^q^, rs28551699^a^, rs6873545^a^, rs10941583^o^, rs12521192^o^, rs7579^p^, rs13168440^o^, rs1862629^o^, rs13154178^o^, rs11746790^o^, rs13177679^o^, rs6451656^o^, rs305229^p^\**SEPSECS*SPCS (Q9HD40)QuantifiedQuantified*SEPW1*SELW (P63302)QuantifiedQuantifiedrs17304884^c^*SGCD*SGCD (Q92629)rs32076^l^*TXN*THIO (P10599)rs2986669^a^*TXNRD1*TRXR1 (Q16881)QuantifiedQuantified*TXNRD2*TRXR2 (Q9NNW7)Quantifiedrs6518585^a^, rs1139793^q^, rs8141610^a^*RPL30*RL30 (P62888)QuantifiedZn*GPR39*GPR39 (O43194)Quantified*IL6*IL6 (P05231)Quantifiedrs1800795^q^, rs2069832^t^, rs2069840^t^*IL6R*IL6RA (P08887)rs2228145^q,\ ñ^*MT1A^5^*MT1A (P04731)^5^QuantifiedTagSNPs *MT* region^r5^*MT1E^5^*MT1E (P04732)^5^QuantifiedTagSNPs *MT* region^r5^*MT1F^5^*MT1F (P04733)^5^TargetedTagSNPs *MT* region^r5^*MT1G^5^*MT1G (P13640)^5^QuantifiedTagSNPs *MT* region^r5^*MT1H^5^*MT1H (P80294)^5^Quantifiedrs904777^k5^, rs1001362^k5^, rs4784706^k5^, rs11076164^a5^, rs4784718^k5^, rs11932508^n5^\*^,^ rs12917875^b5^, TagSNPs *MT* region^r5^*MT2A^5^*MT2 (P02795)^5^Quantifiedrs12918376^v5^, rs10636^c5^, TagSNPs *MT* region^r5^*MT4^5^*MT4 (P47944)^5^TargetedTagSNPs *MT* region^r5^*MTF1^5^*MTF1 (Q14872)^5^TargetedQuantifiedrs4634868^c^*MTF2^5^*MTF2 (Q9Y483)^5^Quantifiedrs4484937^a5^*SLC11A1^6^*NRAM1 (P49279)^6^rs2695343^k6^*SLC30A1^7^*ZNT1 (Q9Y6M5)^7^QuantifiedQuantifiedrs2166104^c7^, rs7530862^a7^*SLC30A10^8^*ZNT10 (Q6XR72)^8^Quantifiedrs2275707^b8^, rs2647462^a8^, rs34672561^c8^*SLC30A2*ZNT2 (Q9BRI3)TargetedQuantifiedrs6681452^c^*SLC30A3*ZNT3 (Q99726)Quantified*SLC30A4*ZNT4 (O14863)TargetedQuantifiedrs8029246^c^*SLC30A5^9^*ZNT5 (Q8TAD4)^9^Quantifiedrs35243^v9^, rs10471766^c9^*SLC30A6*ZNT6 (Q6NXT4)Quantifiedrs177083^c^*SLC30A7*ZNT7 (Q8NEW0)TargetedQuantifiedrs12568338^c^*SLC30A8*ZNT8 (Q8IWU4)Quantified*SLC30A9*ZNT9 (Q6PML9)TargetedQuantifiedrs7684181^v^, rs3804186^c^, rs2660341^w^, rs2660346^z^, rs9291209^o^, rs17838947^o^, rs10433709^n^, rs6447123^o^, rs7659700^o^, rs7677472^o^, rs17446061^a^, rs2880666^n^, rs6447133^o^*SLC39A1*S39A1 (Q9NY26)QuantifiedQuantifiedrs4971100^b^*SLC39A10*S39AA (Q9ULF5)Quantifiedrs6733196^a^, rs4850376^k^, rs1489802^a^*SLC39A11*S39AB (Q8N1S5)Quantifiedrs1126967^a^, rs17248364^c^*SLC39A12*S39AC (Q504Y0)Quantifiedrs7085542^a^*SLC39A13*S39AD (Q96H72)Quantifiedrs749067^c^, rs1113480^v^, rs3942852^v^*SLC39A14*S39AE (Q15043)QuantifiedQuantifiedrs1051708^a^*SLC39A2*S39A2 (Q9NP94)Quantified*SLC39A3*S39A3 (Q9BRY0)Quantifiedrs4806874^c^*SLC39A4*S39A4 (Q6P5W5)Quantifiedrs11992877^c^, rs10876864^a^\**SLC39A5*S39A5 (Q6ZMH5)Quantifiedrs11171856^c^*SLC39A6*S39A6 (Q13433)Quantifiedrs3737473^c^*SLC39A7*S39A7 (Q92504)Quantified*SLC39A8^10^*S39A8 (Q9C0K1)^10^Quantifiedrs151413^b10^, rs9331^k10^, rs13107325^a10^, rs10031415^c10^*SLC39A9*S39A9 (Q9NUM3)Quantifiedrs8017816^v^, rs12050204^c^*STAT3*STAT3 (P40763)QuantifiedQuantifiedB^1^*SLC4A11*S4A11 (Q8NBS3)TargetedQuantifiedrs6051629^c^As*AS3MT*AS3MT (Q9HBK9)QuantifiedMo*MFSD5*MFSD5 (Q6N075)QuantifiedNa^1^/I^1^*SLC5A5*SC5A5 (Q92911)TargetedCa^1^*TRPM2*CLUS (P10909)Quantified[^2]

SNP Genotyping and Metal, Protein, and Transcript Quantification
----------------------------------------------------------------

A total of 169 SNPs that were related to the transcripts and/or proteins of genes involved in metal homeostasis, as well as 13 additional SNPs, were genotyped in the same samples ([table 1](#msv267-T1){ref-type="table"} and [supplementary tables S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) and [S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). Most of the selected SNPs were chosen for their potential regulatory role based on prior knowledge from different association ([@msv267-B54]; [@msv267-B10]; [@msv267-B15]; [@msv267-B50]; [@msv267-B68]; [@msv267-B73]; [@msv267-B57]; [@msv267-B76]; [@msv267-B48]) and eQTL studies ([@msv267-B20]; [@msv267-B80]; [@msv267-B69]; [@msv267-B79], [@msv267-B78]; [@msv267-B27]; [@msv267-B77]; [@msv267-B51]; [@msv267-B88]; [@msv267-B29]; [@msv267-B38]; [@msv267-B61]; [@msv267-B65]). However, we also included 7 SNPs with other functional roles ([@msv267-B63]; [@msv267-B80]; [@msv267-B34]; [@msv267-B27]; [@msv267-B7]; [@msv267-B26]; [@msv267-B33]), 6 SNPs for their known high population differentiation (*F*~ST~), 13 tagSNPs around the metallothionein (MT) cluster of chromosome 16 and 19 additional SNPs that could be used as tagSNPs for those genomic regions around the studied genes that presented other previously known signatures of recent positive selection (*GPX1*, *SEPP1*, *SLC30A9*). Four of the SNPs were transQTLs; the remaining 165 SNPs were located at a median distance of 13 kb of their related closest gene. A principal component analysis (PCA) on SNP genotypes ([supplementary fig. S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online) showed that our samples were indistinguishable from the European populations of the 1000 Genomes Project ([@msv267-B1]) while clearly different from Asians and Africans*.* Indeed, when the allele frequencies were compared with those in the GBR (British in England and Scotland) population of the 1000 Genomes Project by means of the Fisher's exact test ([supplementary table S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online) and *P* values were pooled with Fisher's combined probability test, the result was not statistically significant (*P* = 0.230), implying that the set of allele frequencies is not statistically different between GBR and our sample.

In the same sample set, the concentration of 18 trace elements was determined using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). The quantified trace elements included As, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Hg, Li, Mg, Mn, Mo, Ni, Pb, Rb, Se, Sn, V, and Zn ([table 2](#msv267-T2){ref-type="table"} and [supplementary table S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). Lithium and nickel are the trace elements that displayed most interindividual variability, whereas magnesium and selenium appeared as the most stable micronutrients. Micronutrient concentrations were significantly different between sexes for Fe (*P* = 0.042), Cd (*P* \< 0.001), Mo (*P* = 0.035), and Sn (*P* = 0.015). In parallel, we measured the expression levels of 90 genes related to 6 essential elements (copper, iron, magnesium, manganese, selenium, and zinc) and 16 additional genes using quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR; [fig. 1](#msv267-F1){ref-type="fig"}*A* and [supplementary tables S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) and [S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). After Bonferroni correction, none of the 90 mRNAs quantified showed significant differences between sexes. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 1.Quantitative data matrix corresponding to the transcriptomics (*A*) and proteomics (*B*) assays represented as heatmaps. Rows and columns in each heatmap have been sorted according to a hierarchical clustering (distance: correlation; cluster method: ward), which is shown on the left and on the top in the form of dendrograms. Table 2.Element Raw Concentrations Measured in Human Liver Samples (mg/kg dry weight).ElementMean95% CICVAs0.0170.014--0.0200.917Cd1.661.299--2.0210.921Co0.0900.081--0.0980.534Cr0.2980.169--0.4271.747Cu11.6910.57--12.810.528Fe336.5272.2--400.90.846Hg0.1090.070--0.1491.336Li0.006−0.022 to 0.0357.456Mg497.2461.9--532.50.411Mn3.2132.959--3.4670.450Mo1.4741.304--1.6430.596Ni0.085−0.079 to 0.2485.174Pb0.2060.157--0.2561.095Rb6.7836.160--7.4070.507Se0.7680.711--0.8250.423Sn0.2480.184--0.3121.070V0.0380.026--0.0491.482Zn141.6127.8--155.40.538[^3]

These measurements were subsequently complemented with protein quantification by SRM. SRM is a targeted mass spectrometry method, usually performed on triple quadrupole instruments, in which specific peptides and their fragments are quantified. Each peptide-fragment pair is called a transition, and multiple transitions are measured to conclusively identify and quantify the peptides of interest in complex samples. A subset of 40 targeted proteins involved in the homeostasis of the same 6 essential elements (copper, iron, magnesium, manganese, selenium, and zinc) together with 7 additional proteins were consistently quantified in all samples using one or two peptides per protein ([supplementary tables S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) and [S5](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). Each peptide was quantified with two or three light--heavy transition pairs free of interferences ([supplementary tables S6](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) and [S7](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). Transition groups corresponding to the targeted peptides were evaluated with MultiQuant (v. 2.1.1; AB Sciex) based on the following: 1) coelution of the transition traces associated with a targeted peptide, both in its light and heavy form; 2) presence coeluting transition traces for a given peptide exceeding a signal‐to‐noise ratio of three; 3) rank correlation between the light SRM relative intensities and the heavy counterparts; 4) rank correlation between the SRM relative intensities and the intensities obtained in the MS2 spectra during the SRM assay development; and 5) consistency among replicates. These measurements generated a complete protein quantification matrix with few missing values, comparable with those obtained in transcriptomics ([fig. 1](#msv267-F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*). After Bonferroni correction, only ferritin light chain (FTL) had significantly different abundances between sexes (*P* = 8 × 10^−4^). Overall, in 41 instances we quantified the mRNA and protein levels of the same gene ([table 1](#msv267-T1){ref-type="table"}).

Genetic Influence on Protein Abundances and Transcript Expression Levels
------------------------------------------------------------------------

pQTL analysis enabled us to correlate protein abundance with genetic variation in the studied human liver samples ([supplementary table S8](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). We identified eight *cis*-associations with *P* \< 0.05, which involved proteins GPX1 (rs1050450), GPX2 (rs10133290), GPX3 (rs4958427), GPX4 (rs1046040), FABPL (rs1545223), SBP1 (rs11806477), MT1E (rs1599933), and TRFE (rs1525889) ([fig. 2](#msv267-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary table S9](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) and [fig. S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). However, only the pQTL influencing GPX2 protein levels remained significant after false discovery rate (FDR)-based *P*-value adjustment (FDR ≤ 0.20; [supplementary fig. S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online, and [fig. 3](#msv267-F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Except for the serotransferrin (TRFE) and the MT1E cases, the remaining identified pQTL involved proteins related to selenium ([fig. 2](#msv267-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Five of these *cis*-associated SNPs had been previously described as eQTLs in liver, either in the study of [@msv267-B29] or in that of [@msv267-B38] ([table 1](#msv267-T1){ref-type="table"}). Besides having been previously identified as an eQTL, rs1525889 is in almost complete linkage disequilibrium (*r*^2^ = 0.98) with rs3811647 ([supplementary fig. S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online), which had been associated with serum transferrin levels in a GWAS ([@msv267-B10]). We found that both the T allele (*P* = 0.034) and the TT genotype (*P* = 0.005) at rs1525889 were associated with lower TRFE levels ([supplementary table S9](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online), essentially replicating and extending to liver the finding by [@msv267-B10]. Along the same lines, rs1050450 in *GPX1* had also been previously associated with altered glutathione peroxidase 1 (GPX1) function ([@msv267-B32]). In particular, in vitro functional analyses suggested that the derived allele of rs1050450 (which involves a Pro (C) to Leu (T) substitution) implied lower GPX1 activity ([@msv267-B32]). In accordance with these functional analyses, we found that genotypes CC and CT displayed higher GPX1 protein abundances in liver than the TT homozygotes at this nonsynonymous SNP (*P* = 0.036; [supplementary fig. S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 2.Summary of significant QTL identified for genes related to trace element homeostasis. pQTLs (*P* ≤ 0.05) are indicated in green, eQTLs (*P* ≤ 0.05) in blue, and nutriQTLs (*P* ≤ 0.025) in yellow. Those QTLs surpassing an FDR cutoff of 0.20 are highlighted with a thick line. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 3.Box plots representing significant quantitative trait loci (FDR ≤ 0.20) for GPX2 protein abundance (*A*), *HFE* and *SELO* transcript expression levels (*B*, *C*), and selenium and iron content (*D*, *F*). Protein abundances are represented as the log2 ratio of the endogenous abundance and the reference isotopically labeled internal standard; mRNA abundances are represented as ΔΔCT; and trace element abundances refer to the corrected concentrations in mg/kg (ppm).

At the transcript level, we found two significant eQTLs surpassing an FDR cutoff of 0.20 ([fig. 3](#msv267-F3){ref-type="fig"}*B* and *C*): rs12346, affecting the expression levels of *HFE* (FDR = 0.15), and rs4838862, influencing the transcription of *SELO* (FDR = 0.19). The two eQTLs had been previously identified by [@msv267-B29] and [@msv267-B38], respectively. In both instances we detected significant additive effects (with *P* \< 0.001 and *P* = 0.001, respectively). Although not surviving multiple testing correction (i.e., *P* ≤ 0.05 but not surpassing the FDR cutoff of 0.20), we found suggestive evidence for eight additional eQTLs in genes related to selenium (*SEP15, SEPP1,* and *GPX1*), iron (*SLC11A2*), zinc (*SLC39A3* and *MT1A*), and copper (*SLC31A1*) ([supplementary tables S10](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) and [S11](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) and [fig. S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). Except for those eQTLs detected in *MT1A* and *SEPP1*, which were genotyped for representing tagSNPs of their corresponding genomic regions, the remaining additional eQTLs detected had already been identified as eQTLs, although not always in liver tissue ([@msv267-B20]; [@msv267-B29]; [@msv267-B38]). Moreover, the eQTLs described here in *SLC39A3* and *MT1A* were confirmed in the liver GTEX data ([@msv267-B2]; [@msv267-B49]), which comprises RNAseq data for 32 liver donor samples. The two eQTLs affecting *GPX1* transcript levels (rs3172494 and rs1050450) were not in linkage disequilibrium ([supplementary fig. S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online) and thus may represent two independent association signals ([supplementary fig. S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). As with the differences in GPX1 protein levels, genotypes CC and CT at rs1050450 displayed higher *GPX1* transcript abundances than the TT homozygotes (*P* = 0.035; [supplementary fig. S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online).

Genetic Influence on Trace Element Homeostasis
----------------------------------------------

Next, we explored associations between SNP genotypes and trace element abundances, and in doing so replicated the known association between rs1800562 and iron concentration in liver (FDR = 0.01) and identified up to three new nutriQTLs influencing the liver concentrations of rubidium (rs1811322, FDR = 0.01) and selenium (rs1811322 with FDR = 0.01 and rs904773 at an FDR = 0.20) along the MT cluster in chromosome 16, which among other genes comprises *MT1A*, *MT1E*, *MT1F*, *MTH1*, *MT1G*, *MT1H*, *MT2A,* and *MT4* ([fig. 3](#msv267-F3){ref-type="fig"}*D*--*F* and [supplementary fig. S5](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). However, given the moderate linkage disequilibrium between rs1811322 and rs904773 (*r*^2^ = 0.43), they may not represent independent signals. The SNP rs1800562 corresponds to the *C282Y* nonsynonymous amino acid change in the *HFE* gene ([table 3](#msv267-T3){ref-type="table"}), which when homozygous causes hereditary hemochromatosis, and has been repeatedly recognized to be associated with iron content ([@msv267-B12]; [@msv267-B9]). Considering all significant nutriQTLs (*P* ≤ 0.025 even if not all exhibited an FDR \< 0.20), we detected up to five nutriQTLs around the MT genes ([supplementary tables S12](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [S13](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), and [fig. S5](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). They were related to three different metals (selenium, cadmium, and rubidium), which is in agreement with the distinct metal-binding capacities of MTs as well as with the MTs role in the homeostasis and transport of physiological metals and heavy-metal detoxification. Similarly, we detected two different nutriQTLs around the *SLC11A2* gene influencing the liver content of vanadium and manganese (*P* ≤ 0.025 but FDR \> 0.20 in both instances); the protein product of this gene is involved in iron absorption but also transports other divalent metals. Finally, the three nutriQTLs related to zinc detected within *SLC30A9*, which presented *P*-values ≤ 0.025 but did not survive the FDR correction, were in moderate linkage disequilibrium ([supplementary fig. S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online) and thus may be also reporting the same association signal. Given that, as stated above, iron and cadmium have significantly different concentrations between the sexes, we tested the effects of their nutriQTLs specifically by sex. SNP rs1800562 had practically the same effect on the iron concentration found in males (*P* = 0.001) and females (*P* = 0.013), while rs2356709 ([supplementary tables S12](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) and [S13](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online) affected only males (*P* = 0.001; in females, *P* = 0.664). A sex-specific effect was also observed for rs1107614 ([supplementary tables S12](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) and [S13](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online), which was detected as nutriQTL for cadmium in females (*P* = 0.018) but not in males (*P* = 0.270). Table 3.Genomic Features and Derived Allele Frequencies of Significant QTLs (FDR ≤ 0.20).SNPAllelesGeneGenomic LocationCEU[^b^](#msv267-TF5){ref-type="table-fn"}CHB[^b^](#msv267-TF5){ref-type="table-fn"}JPT[^b^](#msv267-TF5){ref-type="table-fn"}YRI[^b^](#msv267-TF5){ref-type="table-fn"}GBR[^b^](#msv267-TF5){ref-type="table-fn"}This studyrs10133290C\|A*GPX2*3′ downstream0.7710.8660.8650.5400.8310.799rs12346C\|T*HFE*3′ downstream0.3710.1240.0960.0110.2530.333rs4838862G\|A*SELO*Intronic0.5060.5100.4660.6760.5060.534rs1800562G\|A*HFE*Nonsynonymous (Cys \> Tyr)[^a^](#msv267-TF4){ref-type="table-fn"}0.0530.0000.0000.0000.0560.092rs1811322T\|AMT region5′ upstream (*MT2A*)0.1940.3250.3430.1140.1800.160rs904773A\|CMT regionIntronic (*MT2A*)0.2120.2730.3310.1930.2020.174[^4][^5][^6]

Dependence among Micronutrient, Protein, and RNA Abundances
-----------------------------------------------------------

Pairwise correlations between RNA, protein, and trace element concentrations yielded 24 significant correlations (FDR ≤ 0.05; [supplementary table S14](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). Among those significant cases, five attained high correlation values (*R* \> 0.50): Namely, iron content in liver correlated with both ferritin heavy chain (FTH1) and light chain (FTL), whereas zinc correlated with both the abundance of the MT1E, and also with the transcription levels of two additional MT genes, *MT1G* and *MTH1* ([supplementary fig. S6](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). Because both the abundances of FTL and iron were different between males and females, we tested their correlation separately by sex and found that it is present and similar in both sexes (*R* = 0.715 in females and *R* = 0.768 in males). As expected, the correlation between FTH1 and iron followed a similar pattern (*R* = 0.694 in females and *R* = 0.642 in males) because FTL and FTH1 are different constituent chains of the same protein, ferritin.

Signatures of Genetic Adaptation in Detected QTLs
-------------------------------------------------

Among the complete set of eight pQTLs (*P* ≤ 0.05), 10 eQTLs (*P* ≤ 0.05), and 15 nutriQTLs (*P* ≤ 0.025) detected ([supplementary tables S9, S11](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), and [S13](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online), we recognized some genes for which evidences of positive selection have been previously shown ([@msv267-B75]; [@msv267-B74]; [@msv267-B25]; [@msv267-B90]). This led us to further investigate the patterns of variation around the 20 gene regions in which we detected any QTL at significant *P* values (even if they did not reach FDR correction) through use of publicly available genetic data from the 1000 Genomes project ([@msv267-B1]). Specifically, we explored for signatures of natural selection with statistics for site frequency spectrum, population differentiation, and linkage disequilibrium structure as well as with the hierarchical boosting scores for different types of selective sweeps as implemented in the 1000 Genomes Selection Browser ([@msv267-B60]) for three continental populations: Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria (YRI), Han Chinese in Beijing, China (CHB), and Utah residents with ancestry from northern and western Europe (CEU) ([supplementary note S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). Moreover, we also tested whether the detected QTLs were SNPs unusually differentiated between the different pairs of the same HapMap populations because these populations live in geographical areas with potential micronutrient content differences in soil ([supplementary table S15](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). Notably, we found significant evidence for positive selection in several genes related to zinc and selenium homeostasis: *SLC30A9, SLC39A8,* and *GPX1* showed clear signatures of recent positive selection in Asia; while *GPX3* and *SELENBP1* displayed signals for selective sweeps in Europe ([supplementary note S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). In all cases, the signatures of selection identified are plausibly linked to the QTLs described. Moreover, except for *GPX1*, all QTLs detected in this subset of genes exhibited significant population differentiation (*F*~ST~ values above the 97.5% percentile of the corresponding genome-wide *F*~ST~ distribution).

Among all genomic regions analyzed, the strongest evidence for a selective sweep, which extended along 500 kb, was found around *SLC30A9* in the CHB population ([fig. 4](#msv267-F4){ref-type="fig"}*A*)*.* In fact, the same region had already been reported to exhibit one of the most significant signatures of adaptation found in Asians in several genome-wide scans of selection ([@msv267-B13]; [@msv267-B66]; [@msv267-B84]; [@msv267-B58]). Recently, [@msv267-B90] not only reported positive selection at *SLC30A9* in East Asians but also in Africans and attributed these adaptive signals to a nonsynonymous SNP (rs1047626), whose allelic variants are almost fixed in opposite directions in Africa and Asia, respectively. In particular, the ancestral A allele, which encodes a methionine at amino acid position 50 of SLC30A9, has a frequency of 92% in the Yoruba population, while the derived G allele, which encodes valine, is found at a frequency of 96.4% in the Han Chinese. However, no direct functional evidence was demonstrated for this highly differentiated nonsynonymous SNP and in silico prediction in PolyPhen predicted the substitution as benign ([@msv267-B90]). Interestingly, when comparing the allele frequencies found in CEU, CHB, and YRI at the three nutriQTLs detected in the 3′ flanking region of *SLC30A9* with those of rs1047626, we found that the pattern of variation at rs2880666 closely resembles that of the nonsynonymous substitution ([fig. 4](#msv267-F4){ref-type="fig"}*A and*[supplementary note S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). Furthermore, the three nutriQTLs displayed significant high differentiation values between different HapMap population pairs (*F*~ST~ values above the 95% percentile of the corresponding genome-wide distributions; [supplementary table S15](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online) and presented moderate linkage disequilibrium with rs1047626 in the CEU population (with *r*^2^ values between 0.57 and 0.59). Although we cannot determine which is the true adaptive variant (or if both contribute), our results point to the possible existence of differences in liver zinc content between the two main haplotypes described worldwide ([@msv267-B90]) with the major *SLC30A9* haplotype in Asia possibly being associated with higher liver zinc concentrations than the African one. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 4.Signatures of natural selection around the nutriQTL and pQTL detected for *SLC30A9* (*A*) and *GPX3* (*B*), respectively. In each section, the upper left panel shows the worldwide distribution of allele frequencies as provided by the HGPD Selection Browser (<http://hgdp.uchicago.edu>, last accessed May 12, 2015) ([@msv267-B58]); the upper right panel is a box plot of metal (*A*) or protein abundance (*B*) by SNP genotype; and the bottom panel contains the selective sweep tracks in Han Chinese (CHB) or Europeans (CEU) as provided by the 1000 Genomes Selection Browser 1.0 (<http://hsb.upf.edu>, last accessed May 19, 2015) ([@msv267-B60]). Each track has its own significance threshold (at a 1% false positive rate) indicating when a signal can be considered significant for selective sweeps predicted to be complete (red) versus incomplete (orange).

Signatures of positive natural selection have also been previously described at *GPX1* ([@msv267-B25]; [@msv267-B82]) and *SLC39A8* ([@msv267-B90])*.* [@msv267-B25] reported the first evidence for a selective sweep at the *GPX1* locus in Asian populations linked to the high frequencies of the Pro allele at the rs1050450 in Asia. More recently, [@msv267-B82] described multiple allele frequency shifts in several selenoprotein genes and related regulatory genes in East Asia in response to the low dietary selenium levels found across much of this geographical region. Interestingly, the nonsynonymous substitution at rs1050450 and an additional functional variant at the promoter region of *GPX1* (rs3811699), in strong linkage disequilibrium with rs1050450 and known to affect GPX1 transcription ([@msv267-B32]), were identified in the same study among those SNPs contributing most to the signatures of positive selection detected in East Asia ([@msv267-B82]). Besides confirming the known geographical distribution and functional differences at rs1050450, we find that the ancestral G allele at the new eQTL that we describe for GPX1 (rs3172494) is almost fixed in Asia and is associated with higher expression (*P* = 0.021). This pattern is along the same direction as that of the two previously known functional variants at GPX1, for which alleles in East Asia confer higher enzymatic (rs1050450) and transcriptional activity (rs3811699), respectively ([@msv267-B32]). As for *SLC39A8*, [@msv267-B90] reported four highly differentiated eQTL SNPs across populations and significant signals of positive selection in southern Han Chinese when using the iHS test. Here, we have detected a significant peak for a selective sweep and significant *P* values in the XP-EHH test, specifically in the CHB population and within an∼161 kb region between two hotspots of recombination, which comprises part of the *SLC39A8* gene as well as the detected putative nutriQTL in its 5′ region (rs10031415). Moreover, in this case the allele fixed in East Asia is associated with lower liver zinc content (*P* = 0.018; [supplementary note S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material online](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1)).

The CEU population displayed significant signatures for incomplete selective sweeps at the 5′ regions of *GPX3* and *SELENBP1*, which coincided with the genomic location of the pQTLs detected for GPX3 and SBP1: rs4958427 and rs11806477, respectively ([fig. 4](#msv267-F4){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [supplementary note S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). Moreover, in both cases the derived allele was found at high frequencies in Europe and showed a tendency toward higher protein abundances than the ancestral allele. In particular, although we only detected significant differences among the three genotypes at rs11806477 (*P* = 0.048), at rs4958427 we detected clear significant differences between genotypes (*P* = 0.010, when comparing the CC and the CT genotypes) as well as between alleles (*P* = 0.030). Even though the derived allele at rs11806477 was nearly fixed in East Asia, CHB did not display clear departures from neutrality in our analysis ([supplementary note S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). However, at this SNP we detected high population differentiation not only between the HapMap populations CEU and CHB, but also between YRI and CHB (*F*~ST~ values above the 97.5th and the 95th percentile of the corresponding *F*~ST~ genome-wide distributions, respectively). On the contrary, rs4958427 showed extreme population differentiation between CEU and the two non-European populations (*F*~ST~ values above the 99th percentile of the two corresponding genome-wide distributions). Thus, only for *GPX3* can we convincingly link the geographical distribution of the genetic variation at the pQTL with the signatures of positive selection identified.

Discussion
==========

In this study, we used a candidate-based approach to explore the impact of genetic variation on trace element homeostasis at three different levels of phenotypic variation: Trace element content, expression level, and protein abundance. All three molecular phenotypes were interrogated in the same set of tissue samples, that is, about 150 liver samples from individuals of European ancestry. Among many other vital functions, the liver stores several essential trace elements such as iron, cooper, and magnesium, and it regulates an important number of metal transport proteins ([@msv267-B35]). Hence, even though only a fraction of eQTLs are reproducible across different tissues ([@msv267-B69]; [@msv267-B29]), we have interrogated a physiologically relevant tissue to identify the effects of genetic variation on trace element homeostasis. Genotyped SNPs mostly included previously described eQTLs, although not always described in liver, and other known functional SNPs on the same targeted genes ([table 1](#msv267-T1){ref-type="table"}). As a result, we confirmed known results but also identified new QTLs for several micronutrients as well as for the expression levels and protein abundances of different genes and proteins related to metal homeostasis. In particular, of the 522 potential *cis*-associations tested and considering an FDR correction of 0.20, we found the following results: 1) one pQTL affecting the selenium-dependent GPX2 (rs10133290, FDR = 0.13); 2) two previously described eQTLs affecting the expression of *HFE* (rs12346, FDR = 0.15; [@msv267-B38]) and *SELO* (rs4838862, FDR = 0.19; [@msv267-B29]); and 3) four nutriQTLs including (the already known C282Y mutation at *HFE* regulating iron status (rs1800562, FDR = 0.01; [@msv267-B12]; [@msv267-B75]), and three different SNPs among the clustered MT genes on chromosome 16, for which genotypes were associated to differential liver concentrations of rubidium (rs1811322, FDR = 0.01) and selenium (rs1811322 with an FDR = 0.01 and rs904773 at an FDR = 0.20).

Out of the 30 SNPs involved in the complete set of significant QTLs (including those that do not reach FDR correction), we found 12 instances with exceptionally high levels of population differentiation, which were mainly related to zinc, iron, and selenium ([supplementary table S15](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). Thus, we provide evidence for potential differences among different human populations in the homeostasis of those micronutrients. These putative functional differences between populations are probably relevant because micronutrient status is known to influence the immune response ([@msv267-B64]) and diseases such as diabetes ([@msv267-B83]) or cancer ([@msv267-B45]; [@msv267-B18]; [@msv267-B16]), which indeed present differential prevalence among populations. Moreover, in addition to these patterns of extreme differentiation, we detected signatures of positive selection around the QTLs of at least five genes related to the homeostasis of zinc (*SLC30A9*, *SLC39A8)* and selenium (*GPX1*, *GPX3,* and *SELENBP1).* However, even if the QTLs identified appear linked to signals of positive selection, we cannot directly infer whether they were the driving force of such adaptive signatures or whether they hitchiked in a selective sweep triggered by other functional neighboring genetic variants. Additional hints, such as the knowledge of important geographical micronutrient differences in soil and the lack of additional functional variants or alternative putative selective phenotypes associated to the surrounding genomic regions, should be carefully considered in each case. Notably, different in-depth studies that focused on zinc transporter genes ([@msv267-B90]) as well as on selenoproteins and genes regulating selenium and the amino acid selenocysteine ([@msv267-B25]; [@msv267-B82]) reported signatures of positive selection for several of these genes. These studies also proposed local micronutrient differences, especially deficiencies, as the potential selective pressures behind such cases, even if in most cases no putatively functional variants were identified. Here, we focused first on localizing regulatory functional variation for genes related to trace element homeostasis and then we explored for potential signatures of adaptation. In this way, the functional basis for adaptation for a number of genes related to micronutrient homeostasis might be identified, for which previously only the genomic footprints of selection had been detected. Because several examples of immune response changes related to iron, manganese, zinc, and copper have been reported ([@msv267-B36]), other selective forces, besides local and dietary micronutrient availability, could also explain the different signatures of selection identified. Indeed, we recently reported a case of positive selection for a nonsynonymous substitution in the human intestinal zinc uptake transporter ZIP4 (*SLC39A4*) and suggested that the derived allele may have a selective advantage in sub-Saharan Africa by starving pathogens of zinc ([@msv267-B23]).

Besides exploring statistics for site frequency spectrum, population differentiation, and linkage disequilibrium structure, we made use of the hierarchical boosting scores implemented in the 1000 Genomes Selection Browser for detecting selective sweeps ([@msv267-B60]; [@msv267-B91]). This method not only uses several neutrality tests to uncover different selective sweep properties but also allows classifying selective sweeps according to their completeness and age. Thus, even if departures from neutrality are not significant among the individual neutrality statistics explored, significant signals for different selective sweep types might emerge. Indeed, different composite strategies that combine signatures from many neutrality tests have been shown to increase power and resolution when detecting positive selection around putative adaptive variants ([@msv267-B89]; [@msv267-B31], [@msv267-B30]). This strategy, when applied to genome-wide sequencing data provided by the 1000 Genomes project, has allowed us here to detect adaptive signatures in the flanking regulatory regions of genes that displayed no deviations from neutrality when previously interrogated. For example, [@msv267-B25] already analyzed sequencing data on the coding and untranslated regions of six selenoprotein genes (including *GPX1*, *GPX2*, *GPX3, GPX4*, *SEPP1,* and *TXNRD1)* and reported strong evidence for a selective sweep only on *GPX1*, while we have been able to capture a selective sweep also on the 5′ region of *GPX3.* At the same time, particular adaptive events around the detected QTLs may have eluded our detection, either because of the nature of the signal they are associated with or because we did not interrogate the appropriate populations. For instance, we did not detect significant selective sweeps at either the *HFE* gene or at *SLC39A3.* However, the haplotype structure and frequency of the C282Y substitution at *HFE* (rs1800562) have been suggested to be consistent with a selective advantage for this nutriQTL, even if significant departures from neutrality were not detected with several neutrality statistics ([@msv267-B75]; [@msv267-B4]; [@msv267-B74]). Also, significant signals with the iHS test were previously reported for the zinc transporter *SLC39A3* in populations with European and Native American ancestries ([@msv267-B90]).

Additionally, other forms of adaptation such as polygenic selection ([@msv267-B11]) may also operate on the regulation of micronutrients. These could be further interrogated in conjunction with the QTLs identified through compilation of additional genetic population data and information on the corresponding micronutrient soil availability each population encounters. Certainly, data on micronutrient soil availability ([@msv267-B72]) would be more meaningful for studies of prehistoric human adaptation to micronutrient deficiencies than studies on modern day stunting or dietary intake ([@msv267-B81]). Indeed, by exploring sequencing data on different worldwide human populations, [@msv267-B82] recently demonstrated multiple allele frequency shifts on several selenoproteins and genes involved in the regulation of selenium and selenocysteine, especially for East Asian populations living in selenium deficient areas. Interestingly, among those top genes contributing to the signatures of local adaptation in East and Central South Asia, they identified *GPX1* as described above together with *SEPP1* and *SEP15*, among others. Albeit not statistically significant, we detected patterns of variation suggestive of positive selection around the QTLs detected for *SEP15* and *SEPP1*, in both Europe and Asia, as well as for *GPX2* and *SLC39A3*, in Europe ([supplementary note S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). Moreover, with the exception of *GPX2*, these QTLs also exhibited extremely high population differentiation among different HapMap population pairs with *F*~ST~ values above the 97.5 and 99th percentiles of the corresponding genome-wide distributions ([supplementary table S15](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). Thus, even though the classical genetic signals for positive selection in these cases were rather diffuse, they might reflect polygenic adaptation, because the micronutrient status in the individual is influenced by many different genes involved in absorption, transport, storage, and excretion.

In this study, we explored for the first time three different molecular phenotypes (trace element concentrations, RNA expression levels, and protein abundance) in human liver samples of European origin and identified a number of QTLs influencing trace element homeostasis. Given the paramount importance of essential trace elements in health and disease, this work may represent a pilot study that motivates future research integrating data on genomics, proteomics, and trace elements (ionomics). The integration of trace element quantification from different tissues would be valuable in GWAS studies, which are already common in plant research ([@msv267-B3]). Moreover, ionomics could easily be incorporated to the existing layers (genomics, proteomics, transcriptomics, and clinical data) in the current international cancer genomics projects ([@msv267-B37]; [@msv267-B14]). In multitissue projects such as the GTEX study ([@msv267-B2]; [@msv267-B49]), the integration of ionomics would open the door toward unraveling the expression levels and hierarchies of trace element--associated genes and proteins, and these could be many, taking into account the hundreds of zinc finger transcription factors alone. In this study, a substantial fraction of the detected QTLs displayed allele frequencies that were highly differentiated among human populations, thus implying possible worldwide differences in trace element homeostasis with potential relevance for health and disease. Besides population differentiation, in several instances, we found additional signals of positive selection linked to the described QTLs, which probably reflect both classical sweeps as well as polygenic adaptation. Moreover, we provide a functional basis for selection as we searched for adaptive events only in QTLs related to trace element homeostasis. Overall, these results illustrate the importance of regulatory variants in explaining phenotypic differences among populations as well as in the human adaptive response to environmental pressures.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Samples
-------

Liver samples originally collected from 150 autopsies of human individuals of western European origin were obtained from the UKHTB under appropriate ethical approval. The project obtained the ethics approval from UKHTB and the Institutional Review Board of the local institution (Comitè Ètic d\'Investigació Clínica - Institut Municipal d\'Assistència Sanitària) in Barcelona, Spain. All analyses were performed on anonymized samples. None of the known causes of death implied directly liver disease (the information was not available for two samples). Moreover, the median time between death and sample extraction and freezing was 17.09 h, but this information was only available for 98 samples.

RNA, DNA, and Protein Extraction
--------------------------------

Coextraction of RNA, DNA, and proteins from each tissue sample was performed using the AllPrep DNA/RNA/Protein Mini Kit (QIAGEN) following the standard manufacturer's protocol. RNA and DNA concentrations were quantified using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer and the RNA quality was further analyzed using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyser. The RNA integrity number ranged from 7 to 9.8. Precipitated proteins were dissolved in freshly prepared digestion buffer (6 M urea, 0.2 M NH~4~HCO~3~), sonicated for 15 min and quantified using BCA Protein Quantification Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). A total of 50 µg of protein extract at a concentration of 0.33 µg/µl was reduced with dithiothreitol (150 nmol, 1 h, 37 °C) and alkylated in the dark with iodoacetamide (300 nmols, 30 min, 25 °C). The resulting protein mix was diluted one-third with 200 mM NH~4~HCO~3~ and digested with 5 µg LysC (Wako) overnight at 37 °C, then diluted one-half with 200 mM NH~4~HCO~3~ and digested with 5 µg of trypsin (Promega) for 8 h at 37 °C. Finally, the peptide mix was acidified with formic acid and desalted with a home-made Empore C18 column (3 M Inc.) prior to Liquid Chromatography Tandem Mass Spectrometry analysis ([@msv267-B62]).

SRM Assay Development
---------------------

A total of 67 proteins, mainly involved in the homeostasis of metal elements, were selected for quantification using SRM ([table 1](#msv267-T1){ref-type="table"} and [supplementary table S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). SRM assays for the selected proteins were developed following the general high‐throughput strategy previously reported ([@msv267-B59]). Initially, 2--4 unique tryptic peptides ranging from 6 to 20 amino acids in length were chosen for each protein ([supplementary tables S6](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) and [S7](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). Unique peptides previously observed in discovery MS experiments ([@msv267-B46]; [@msv267-B17]) were prioritized during the peptide selection process. All peptides containing amino acids prone to undergo unspecific reactions (e.g., Met, Trp, Asn, and Gln) were generally avoided and only selected when no other options were available ([@msv267-B41]). The selected peptides were chemically synthesized using C-terminal ^13^C~6~,^15^N~2~-Lysine or ^13^C~6~,^15^N~4~-Arginine (JPT, Berlin, Germany) and used for SRM assay development. Fragment ion spectra were collected for each peptide using a shotgun data-dependent acquisition method in an LTQ-Orbitrap Velos Pro mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA) coupled to a nano-flow HPLC (EasyLC Proxeon, Odense, Denmark). The obtained MS2 data were analyzed with Proteome Discoverer software suite (v1.3.0.339) and the Mascot search engine (v2.3, Matrix Science; [@msv267-B56]). Search parameters were set to 7 ppm for the precursor mass tolerance, 0.5 Da for the fragment mass tolerance, and fully tryptic peptides and no missed cleavages were selected. An identification FDR of 1% based on decoy assignments was used ([@msv267-B22]). Oxidation of methionine and protein acetylation at the N-terminal were defined as variable modification, whereas carbamidomethylation on cysteines, and ^13^C~6~,^15^N~2~-Lysine and ^13^C~6~,^15^N~4~-Arginine were set as fixed modifications.

SRM measurements were performed on a 5500 Q-Trap mass spectrometer (AB Sciex, Framingham, MA) coupled to a nanoLC Ultra-1DPlus (AB Sciex). Briefly, peptide mixtures were loaded onto a C18 Acclaim PepMap precolumn (Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat \# 164564) and were separated by reversed-phase chromatography using a 12-cm column with an inner diameter of 75 μm, and packed with 5 μm C18 particles (Nikkyo Technos Co, Japan). The chromatographic gradient started at 98% buffer A (0.1% formic acid in water) and 2% buffer B (0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile) with a flow rate of 300 nl/min for 5 min and gradually increased to 60% buffer A and 40% buffer B in 35 min. After each analysis, both the precolumn and the column were washed for 10 min with 2% buffer A and 98% buffer B. Digested beta-galactosidase was analyzed between the SRM measurements of biological samples to avoid sample carryover and to assure stability of the instrument. Measurements were done in scheduled SRM mode, using a retention time window of 5 min. Around 450 transitions were packed per method with a maximum total cycle time of 2 s, to ensure dwell times over 10 ms per transition. Raw data have been deposited in the PASSEL repository with the data set identifier PASS00678. Relative concentrations for the total set of 47 proteins successfully quantified are presented in [supplementary table S5](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online, as the log2 ratio between the endogenous peptide abundances in each sample and their corresponding reference.

Gene Expression Analysis
------------------------

RNA was normalized to a concentration of 200 ng/µl and subsequently reverse transcribed to cDNA using the High*-*Capacity cDNA reverse transcription kit (Life Technologies) following the standard manufacturer's protocol. Two sets of 56 different GEx assays were designed and subsequently analyzed with the OpenArray Real Time PCR System (Life Technologies). We included assays for 90 genes related to metal homeostasis as well as for 5 genes related to other micronutrients (vitamin D and thiamine) and several technical assays ([table 1](#msv267-T1){ref-type="table"} and [supplementary table S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). Three different assays for the housekeeping *GAPDH* gene were used as internal controls and all samples were processed in duplicate. The OpenArray Real-Time qPCR Analysis and the DataAssist software packages from LifeTechnologies were used for subsequent gene expression data analysis. Relative expression quantifications as measured by the 2^−ΔΔCT^ values are presented in [supplementary table S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online. Effect sizes and *P* values obtained for all SNPs tested in the eQTL analysis ([supplementary table S10](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online) were extracted from the GTEx portal (<http://www.gtexportal.org/home/testyourown>, last accessed September 14, 2015) ([@msv267-B2]; [@msv267-B49]), which includes results from 32 RNAseq samples.

Genotyping
----------

Genomic DNA was quantified using PicoGreen. Up to 182 SNPs ([table 1](#msv267-T1){ref-type="table"} and [supplementary tables S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) and [S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online) were genotyped at the Spanish "Centro Nacional de Genotipado" (CEGEN-ISCIII)" ([www.cegen.org](http://www.cegen.org), last accessed December 2, 2015) by using the VeraCode GoldenGate GT Assay Technology (format 192-plex; Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA) and the GenomeStudio Software (2011.1). Genotypes and additional sample information have been deposited at the European Genome-phenome Archive (EGA, <http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ega/>, last accessed June 19, 2015), under accession number EGAS00001001292.

Ionomics
--------

Snap-frozen tissues were dissected with a ceramic knife while frozen and subsequently heat dried at 60°C for 24 h. Acid digestion (with HNO~3~ and H~2~O~2~) of 40--160 mg of tissue sample was performed in Teflon closed reactors at 90 °C. After their corresponding dilution, determination of As, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Hg, Li, Mg, Mn, Mo, Ni, Pb, Rb, Se, Sn, V, and Zn was performed in three technical replicates per sample by ICP-MS in a 7500 CE Agilent instrument at the Serveis Cientifico-Tècnics at the University of Barcelona. Raw element concentration in mg/kg (ppm) as indicated in [supplementary table S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online, was that ob[tained from the ICP-MS](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) analysis after considering the corresponding correction for dilution factor and the dry weight of each sample. Subsequently, the raw element concentration of each sample was normalized by the mean of all samples. Finally, the element corrected concentration, which is the value that was used in all subsequent analyses, corresponds to the normalized element concentration divided by the mean of the normalized value obtained for Mg, Mn, Fe, Cu, Se, and Mo. This correction was necessary to adjust for the effect of variable fat content and subsequent dilution effects in the different samples.

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

PCA was performed on individual SNP genotypes with the SmartPCA software package ([@msv267-B55]). We estimated haplotypes using the PHASE software as implemented within SNPator ([@msv267-B52]). Linkage disequilibrium analysis and *r*^2^ calculation was performed with the Haploview program ([@msv267-B5]). Logarithmic transformation of the 2^−ΔΔCT^ values for gene expression, protein log2 ratios for protein abundance, and normalized metal abundances were used as the response variable for QTL analyses. Based on the allele composition of the selected genotypes, each SNP constituted the single independent variable, and associations between genotyped *cis*-SNPs and 1) protein abundances, 2) essential metal content, and 3) transcript levels were evaluated using linear regression. A total of nine SNPs (5.3%) not in Hardy--Weinberg equilibrium (*P* \< 0.005; tested within SNPator) were excluded from association analysis. Similarly, only one SNP was used for quantitative trait analysis among sets of SNPs with minimum *r^2^\>0.8 (*[*supplementary fig. S3*](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) online). Unless otherwise stated, multiple testing was addressed by means of the Benjamini--Hochberg false discovery correction ([@msv267-B8]).

For all pQTL (*P* ≤ 0.05), eQTL (*P* ≤ 0.05), and nutriQTLs (*P* ≤ 0.025) detected (even if not surpassing FDR correction), we performed a further detailed comparison of micronutrient content and RNA and protein abundances, between alleles and genotypes at *cis*-SNPs, through analysis of variance within the SPSS Statistics software package (version 19). Correlation analysis was performed between RNA and protein abundances as well as between micronutrient content and protein or RNA abundances. We have estimated the statistical power to detect significant associations of our study design by drawing samples from independent normal distributions with sizes equal to 2*Np* and 2*N*(1 − *p*), where *N* is the size of the study (i.e., *N* = 150) and *p* is the minor allele frequency of each SNP we genotyped. We found that the average difference that can be detected in our study equals 0.409 standard deviations, assuming an equal variance scenario. Only significant correlations (FDR ≤ 0.05) with a minimum absolute *R* value of 0.50 were considered. Signatures of natural selection were explored for all pQTL (*P* ≤ 0.05), eQTL (*P* ≤ 0.05), and nutriQTLs (*P* ≤ 0.025) detected (even if not surpassing FDR correction) with statistics for site frequency spectrum (Tajima's *D*, Fay and Wu *H*, Composite Likelihood Ratio Test), population differentiation (*F*~ST~, cross-population composite likelihood ratio test), and linkage disequilibrium structure (iHS, cross-population extended haplo-type homozygosity) as well as with the hierarchical boosting scores for different types of selective sweeps as implemented in the 1000 Genomes Selection Browser ([@msv267-B60]) for three HapMap populations (YRI, CHB, and YRI) Global genome-wide *F*~ST~ pairwise scores between CEU--YRI, CHB--YRI, and CEU--CHB were extracted from the 1000 Genomes Selection Browser ([@msv267-B60]) and subsequently used to compute the percentiles of each corresponding *F*~ST~ pairwise score of all detected QTL occupy.

Supplementary Material
======================

[Supplementary notes S1--S60, figures S1--S6](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1), and [tables S1--S15](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msv267/-/DC1) are available at *Molecular Biology and Evolution* online (<http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/>).
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[^1]: **Associate editor:** Connie Mulligan

[^2]: N[ote]{.smallcaps}.---Protein codes refer to the Uniprot database entry names without the suffix \_HUMAN indicating the UniProtKB identifier in brackets. ^1^Not quantified; ^2^Also tested with Mn, Co, Cd, Ni, V, and Pb; ^3^Also tested with Cu; ^4^Also tested with Mg; ^5^Also tested with Cd, Cu, Se, Hg, Rb, and As; ^6^Also tested with Fe, Mn, and Cd; ^7^Also tested with Cd; ^8^Also tested with Mn; ^9^Also tested with Co; ^10^Also tested with Cd; ^a^[@msv267-B29]; ^b^[@msv267-B69]; ^c^[@msv267-B38]; ^ç^[@msv267-B61]; ^d^[@msv267-B15]; ^e^[@msv267-B33]; ^f^[@msv267-B10], ^g^[@msv267-B79]; ^h^[@msv267-B57]; ^i^[@msv267-B76]; ^j^[@msv267-B47]; ^k^[@msv267-B88]; ^l^[@msv267-B68]; ^m^[@msv267-B54]; ^n^[@msv267-B20]; ^o^TagSNP; ^p^[@msv267-B34]; ^q^*F*~ST~; ^r^TagSNPs *MT* region: rs12444489, rs8052106, rs1811322, rs11642055, rs904773, rs7189840, rs1875232, rs7197489, rs7194895, rs1587479, rs1599933, rs4784714, and rs8064100; ^s^[@msv267-B80]; ^t^[@msv267-B77]; ^u^[@msv267-B26]; ^v^[@msv267-B51]; ^w^[@msv267-B27]; ^x^[@msv267-B50]; ^y^[@msv267-B73]; ^z^[@msv267-B7]; ^ñ^[@msv267-B63]; \*TransQTLs.

[^3]: N[ote]{.smallcaps}.---Mean = geometric mean (ppm); CI = confidence interval; CV = coefficient of variation.

[^4]: Note.---JPT = Japanese in Tokyo, Japan.

[^5]: ^a^Predicted as "Damaging" by SIFT and as "Probably damaging" by Polyphen.

[^6]: ^b^Data from the 1000 Genomes Project (<http://www.1000genomes.org>, last accessed September 10, 2015).
